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BOSON RELEASES PRODUCTS FOR THE NEW CCNA AND CCENT TRACKS 

Nashville, Tenn. November 29, 2007 - Boson Software, LLC, a provider of premier 
learning solutions for IT professionals seeking certification, announced the release of five 
new products for the new CCENT® and CCNA® certification tracks. This product 
grouping includes Boson NetSim™ for CCNA 7.0, NetSim for CCENT 7.0, ExSim-
Max™ for Cisco 640-802, ExSim-Max for Cisco 640-816 and ExSim-Max for Cisco 
640-822.   

CCENT (Cisco Certified Entry Networking Technician) is the newest Cisco certification 
that validates the skills required for entry-level network support positions.  Candidates for 
CCENT should have the knowledge and skill to install, operate and troubleshoot a small 
enterprise branch network. In addition, CCENT certification is the first step toward 
achieving the CCNA credential.   

The CCNA (Cisco Certified Network Associate) certification validates the ability to 
install, configure, operate and troubleshoot medium-size enterprise branch networks with 
more complex connections. According to Cisco, the new CCNA curriculum includes 
basic mitigation of security threats, introduction to wireless networking concepts and 
terminology, and performance-based skills. 

Boson NetSim is a software-based network simulator that allows the user to design and 
accurately test a Cisco network. NetSim’s Virtual Packet Technology makes this software 
superior to others because it actually simulates the functions of the Cisco Internetwork 
Operating System (IOS®). Boson ExSim-Max is the toughest exam simulation on the 
market. NetSim and ExSim-Max used in conjunction will not only help users strengthen 
their knowledge and skill set but also ensures that they will pass the exam.   

“We are thrilled to be the only provider to offer a complete training solution for the new 
CCENT and CCNA certification tracks,” said Kelly Mansfield, Director of Marketing for 
Boson. “The new NetSim labs will help you build the networking skills required for your 
certification. Then you can test your knowledge with ExSim-Max to feel confident you 
are ready for your exam,” added Mansfield. 

Boson NetSim for CCNA 7.0, NetSim for CCENT 7.0, ExSim-Max for Cisco 640-802, 
ExSim-Max for Cisco 640-816 and ExSim-Max for Cisco 640-822 are available online at 
www.boson.com or you can call 877-333-EXAM (3926) for more information.  
 



Boson Software, LLC is a privately held company with offices in Tampa, Fla. and 
Nashville, Tenn. Boson specializes in providing robust learning solutions, including the 
NetSim Cisco network simulator and the ExSim-Max examination preparation materials 
used by individuals, businesses, academic institutions and government entities around the 
world. Through its affiliate Boson Training, LLC, Boson offers instructor-led training for 
Cisco technologies, as well as for security technologies including EC Council's Certified 
Ethical Hacker™ program 
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